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i Green Energy for Kenya
I

4th July 2023

' TO: ALL BIDDERS

I ADDENDUM I: CLARIFICATION

t),li RE: TENDER SUPPLY TENDER FOR SUPPLY & DELIVERY OF DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
ll

,,r' TOOLS FOR BARINGO SILALI GEOTHERMAL PROJECT (RE-TENDER) - TENDER NO.
;i. s ['r.

In response to the request for clarification, GDC wishes to respond as follows;
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No. Bidders Query GDC Response

1 We are requesting you to share the DRAWINGS
AND PHOTOS of the following DIRECTIONAL
DRILLING TOOLS;
1. 6sh" Totco rings
2. 4 Y2" Totco rings
3. Fixed-point Electronic Inclinometer
4. Wireline
5. KUSTER winch Deutz Engine service parts
6. ASEP winch maintenance and repair

The Photos are included as Annex one (1).

2.
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'Kindly provide the ASEP winch details; in
particular the Unit type, project number and serial
number. Additionally, we would appreciate
photos of the ASEP Winch Name plate bearing
this information. Kindly also clariff on the sort of
Maintenance and Repair service you require. Is it
the General 300hr service or 5 year major?

i. The ASEP winch serial number is
t02269.

ii. Unit type: Baseline
iii. Projectnumber:N/A
iv. Photos are as attached but the name

plate is not available.

The maintenance and repair in this case is the
restoration of the winch to its original
working condition. The finished product
should be as good as new with painting,
maior service and parts replacement.

3. Could you confirm the above datasheet meet the
item 4 orientation sub? could you provide more
description and specification and picture structure
of the orientation sub to us for referencing?

The specifications remain as stated in the
tender document.
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@sweneedmoreinformation|rnisisasupplyoftoolandnotaservice
about: I tender, hence the information requested is

not applicable.

| . Numbers of wellsplanned to drill. 
I

| . Trajectory planned for wells. 
I. Planned sequency of wells.

. Lithology expected.

. Drilling fluid to be used.

..,

All other requirements/instructions including the tender closing date of 7th July 2023 at 1l.00am remain

unchanged.

Yours faithfully,

MANAGER. SUPPLY CHAIN
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